SAINT MARGARET SCHOOL
2021-2022 FIFTH GRADE SUPPLY LIST

Fee is included on tuition invoice.
These items will be in the classroom for your child on the first day of school.
1 Student Planner
1 Large Pencil Case (Only pencil case allowed)
1 2” Hard Binder (with clear pocket on front)
1 Poly bottom pocket folder with holes for binder
2 Folders vinyl – Spanish & Art

The following school supplies may be purchased through the prepackage program or at any local store.
Blue or black pens (No other colors, gel pens or retractable pens allowed)
1 Pack of sheet protectors
2 Red pens or any colored pen for grading/editing work
12 #2 pencils
1 Scissors
2 Erasers
1 Colored Pencils
3 Black Sharpies Fine Tip
2 Highlighter (Yellow)
3 Packs of Wide ruled filler paper
3 Packs of Post-it notes
3 Large glue sticks
1 1” Standard vinyl binder (White with clear pocket front)
5 Hard Marble 100pg copybooks
2 5 pack vinyl dividers with pockets
1 6” ruler for Art
2 Packs of 4x6 Lined Index Cards (Unlined is acceptable)
2 Dry erase Expo markers
1 Folder (Green) for Music

ADDITIONAL ITEMS
No additional binders or folders other than the ones specified above.
Recent picture of your student due on Meet the Teacher Day
1 Stylus (optional)
1 Pair of earbuds (required)
1 Backpack style of book bag (no wheels)
3 Jumbo nylon stretchy books covers (Solid colors: blue, black & red. Found where school supplies are sold.
1 100 page Hard Marble copybook for Spanish (NEW STUDENTS ONLY) Returning students will use their copybook from 4th grade. The Spanish teacher will hold them over the summer.
All workbooks (not copybooks) are to be covered with clear (not colored) contact paper. Please label all clothes, lunch boxes and materials with your child’s first and last name.
Parents will need to refill supplies as needed throughout the school year.
Locker Ladders may be asked to be purchased on Meet the Teacher day if lockers are permitted to be used.